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The wild unknown animal spirit guide
... Now ask the beasts, and they will teach you; And the birds of air, and they will teach you; Or talk to Earth and it will teach you -Job 12: 7-8 I recently received the beautiful Wild Unknown Animal Spirit deck from an amazing friend (which makes it even more special in my books). One of the wonderful things about deck is that you can add much of your own
personal value based on your experience with the animals you draw and also by learning more about them. Kim Crans, an illustrator, explains that of the many many animals she focused on wild animals and divided the deck to earth, air, fire, water and spirit. To get to know the maps, I hope to work them all out by adding my own knowledge, my
understanding of the animal and what I feel as they tell me. I'm not going to spew an accompanying book, buy that yourself, it's great! Some of the animals I'm familiar with, some less so in the other animal spirit deck (also from a great friend) there are animals I've never even heard of! This is the animal dreaming Oracle Card deck of Scott Alexander King,
and I plan to do similar things with this deck as well. These are earth maps, how beautiful are they?! I love them! The bear I love bears is quite possibly stemming from my love of teddy bears, which I realize are very different from the wild kind! When I approach these maps, I think about what comes to mind when I think of an animal. When it comes to bear,
hibernation is a big part of this mental construct I have. I also bring to mind the dichotomy of the bear; On the one hand, you have a creature that eats mostly vegetation and cherishes its cubs for several years; On the other hand, you have an animal that is cruel and aggressive (mostly when she or her cubs are at risk, it must be said). In terms of maps, one
of the most powerful messages I've received was that you can have two seemingly opposing energies or strength or feelings within you and still be one. I know that sounds obvious to many people, but it has taken, and still takes, a lot for me to be able to reconcile the feeling of joy amid the pain. I have only reached the point where I can keep this polarity of
feeling without one invalidating the other. We are all made up of a range of emotions and as we express that are also diverse, but often the root of our actions comes from the same place - our values. In the case of the mother bear, she raises and loves her cubs, compassionate and gentle, and it is love that pushes her to aggression when her beloved
children are threatened. She is gentle and strong. The physical qualities of the Bears have a strong presence - they are tall, they are well built and I think if you see them in the wild you will probably be Intimidated! For me, the animal of the bear spirit is that you come into your power, stand tall and stand on your own. In addition to mothers with their cubs,
bears live alone. Is this map a reminder that you need to retreat (to the cave for hibernation) and spend some time on your own? Literally going inside, taking space for introspection in your own cave or lair that brings us back to ... Sleep Given that this is the first card in the ground suit, I think it's important to think about the cycle of hibernation. The bear
spends spring-autumn in its active phase, eating a lot of food, wandering through the forest, mating and generally doing what bears do. She lives her life there. Next is hyperphagy - lots and lots of food and drink and training lair. This is followed by a transitional period during which their bodies begin to prepare for hibernation; Metabolism drops, heart rates
fall, and the bear becomes much more sluggish. Then comes hibernation when the bear is asleep, using its fat reserves as energy. Transition changes become more extreme with heart rhythms up to 8 beats per minute (as opposed to 80-100 during the active phase). Waste created during feeding, such as urea, is reused rather than expelled. It is during
hibernation that the eggs are fertilized (they are kept away from sperm until the bear knows that it will have enough fat reserves to ensure a successful pregnancy) and cubs are born in late January/early February. Probably, this period of sleep and retreat led to the fact that bears were associated with the subconscious. They still spend up to 100 days
wandering the land of dreams. The final phase is underway, the bear does not just wake up one day and goes into his active period. This phase was called hibernation and when transitional activity is reversed. Mother bears are usually the last of the bears to venture back in. It is this stage of the cycle, almost a rebirth that I feel is especially relevant to this
map. As the first card in the costume, the bear appears, starting his journey, and the natural place to start is getting out of hibernation. Perhaps at different times and in different situations, I will treat this card more with a different phase, listen and feel what is right for you now. Terry Wintling wrote about the bear, following her seasons of internal and external,
activity and peace, introversion and extroversion. This idea of duality has helped me to think differently about my own periods of activity and relaxation. All things have their time flowing with this much easier than fighting it: There is the perfect time for everything. If the tulip surface is in the heart of winter, the bitter winds won't give it a chance. - Rebecca
Campbell apparently, according to the wisdom of the Internet, bears are really not in hibernation as there are specific conditions that are necessary for this however there is agreement that they have a long winter nap! To me, this map seems to have female energy, and the messages I take are all related to the mummy bear. Perhaps looking at different
genders will give an interesting depth of reading. Showing 1-30 Start your review of the Wild Unknown Animal Spirit deck and guidebook I'll be honest: what really attracted me to this deck was the fact that it included a lot of overlooked animals. Too often, I've handled animal decks that focused only on charismatic megafauna and nothing else. As my pet
guide is a spotted hyena, I am always on the lookout for things that show them, and when I saw that this deck features a hyena in a positive light that sealed the deal. There are also maps depicting vultures, scorpions, bats, spiders and other wrong ones I will be honest: what really attracted me to this deck was the fact that it included a lot of overlooked
animals. Too often, I've handled animal decks that focused only on charismatic megafauna and nothing else. As my pet guide is a spotted hyena, I am always on the lookout for things that show them, and when I saw that this deck features a hyena in a positive light that sealed the deal. There are also maps depicting vultures, scorpions, bats, spiders and
other misunderstood animals. Of course, you also have lovely big cats, deer, birds and other emissions like fire ants. In other words, there is a really good mix of diverse animals as well as some mythological archetypes such as unicorn and phoenix. The artwork is fine, and the card stock is sleek, semi-glossy matte, which works great with both the top and
rifle shuffling. My favorite cards are those like crocodile and stingray, which are mostly black and white but have an elegant splash of color. On a personal note, I have very small hands and cards just the right size for me to comfortably shuffle. I like the way each animal is described in a positive way in the guidebook. I think it's really important that people
frame their point of view on less desirable animals and recognize their importance not only in the ecosystem, but also in spirituality, too. The only thing I'm not so sure about is some elements for some animals (I get the logic for putting all the birds in the air category, but I think that's a bit of a simplification). I would also prefer that each animal be listed in
alphabetical order as part of their corresponding section of the item. Overall, however, I really like working with this deck and I think it has a very wide It's really nice to see a mass-market deck with such a good production! ... over August 02, 2019 LJ Bus rated it was amazing It's it was hidden because it contains spoilers. To view it, click here. The drawings
are beautiful, the selected animals are interesting. If you want to use the deck for reading or just for yourself, I think the book is a very interesting addition anyway. It was interesting to read why Kim would choose these animals and why not others. It has only animals living in the wild, but has large species of cats (tiger, panther, lion) and a dog-like wolf card
for those who want to use these pets in their decks. It's a wild animal deck so I think the drawings are beautiful, the selected animals are interesting. If you want to use the deck for reading or just for yourself, I think the book is a very interesting addition anyway. It was interesting to read why Kim would choose these animals and why not others. It has only
animals living in the wild, but has large species of cats (tiger, panther, lion) and a dog-like wolf card for those who want to use these pets in their decks. It's a wild animal deck, so I think it makes sense not to include pets. And for those who want to use them to make readings, it has 4 costumes like minor arcs (land, water, air and fire) and a kind of hierarchy
in each suit rather than the numbers in each costume (just saying it is written in the book for those of you who want to know it before buying these) and has 7 spirit cards, the more mythical creatures and instead of a kind of large arkan There are only 7 of these spirit cards so each of the main customers for each of the seven chakras. It's quite interesting, but
I can't say anything else, because I have nothing to compare them with. But in conclusion: I found the book fascinating and love using maps (only personal use) and also, can post everything that came out with this very well, so I am quite happy with these ... over May 14, 2019 Barbara LeMere appreciated it was amazing for people who love to work with the
tarot, I have to say that I absolutely love this deck. The artwork is beautiful, the images are easy to understand, and the accompanying book gives an interpretation of the energies that I can really relate to. I find myself gravitating towards this deck quite often. I'm very picky about the decks I work with. I have to really feel for people who love working with tarot,
I have to say that I absolutely love this deck. The artwork is beautiful, the images are easy to understand, and the accompanying book gives an interpretation of the energies that I can really relate to. I find myself gravitating towards this deck quite often. Often. very picky about the decks I work on. I have to really feel connected to their symbolism and design.
I'd rather have five decks that I really like and understand than 50 decks that I don't relate to or feel connected to. ... More on April 24, 2019 Emma Monsoon appreciated it liked it, although not actually a book fantastic set of Oracle maps and a guidebook as well. The cards are wonderfully made, beautiful to look at, but also easy to handle and feel good to
keep. The guidebook that comes with the cards is fantastic! This makes the use of maps easy and simple, and illustrations and descriptions keeps you wanting to make more and more readings. I would suggest this set for those who have an interest in Animal Spirit and the use of Oracle cards/tarot cards. May 09, 2019 David Verchart appreciated it was an
amazing great tool. I love reading my cards in the morning! Gets me off to a great start! It's crazy how slick the iptheycan be. If you're not a believer they probably won't work for you. You have to be open and believe that they will work for you. Love that guide shows different ways to read cards and shuffle and how to be with the deck during and before.
October 10, 2018 Christine Hug rated it was amazing no es un libro, es una gu'a que acompa'a las cartas de tarot y estoy enamorad'sima de c'mo este escrito, de las cartas y del reto de segir auto-conosindom❤️las cartas son preciosas y la gua seper completa, te explica cada carta, como mezclar, las posibles tiradas... Si os gusta el mundillo, son cartas
perfectas para empezar Apr 08, 2019 Alexandria Singh rated it it was amazing Love love love this deck. I feel so refreshed when I use it, unlike tarot, which can for the most part drain me. The artwork is beautiful, I love how the ether symbol shines and really makes it magical. April 20, 2018 Tony appreciated it did not like that the work of these cards is
beautiful, even haunting. The rest, unfortunately for me, is piffle. It was an impulsive purchase and almost $40, an expensive lesson. Maybe it was a lesson? For me, he lacked mojo, the strength of the other decks I worked with. February 05, 2019 Liane appreciated it was amazing, I adore this deck. The messages are thoughtful and easy to meditate. The
illustrations are incredible. I wouldn't hesitate, you'll love this deck too! Melissa appreciated it very much on August 29, 2019 Lyrica F rated it was amazing June 05, 2020 Kylie Day rated it was amazing December 16, 2019 Ann Leon appreciated it was amazing June 28, 2019 Bethan Hughes appreciated it was amazing April 03 2020 Alicia appreciated it
really liked December 12, 2018 Pierre Larsen appreciated it really liked January 24, 2020 Emily Burke rated it was amazing 10 2020 Trina rated it was amazing February 12, 2020 2020 2020 the wild unknown animal spirit guidebook pdf. the wild unknown animal spirit guidebook. the wild unknown animal spirit guidebook download. the wild unknown animal
spirit guidebook online. the wild unknown animal spirit guidebook pdf free. the wild unknown animal spirit tarot deck and guidebook. the wild unknown animal spirit deck and guidebook pdf. the wild unknown animal spirit deck and guidebook by kim krans
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